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GEORGE HOLMAN BISHOP
June 27, 1889- October 11, 1973

BY WILLIAM M. LANDAU

GEORGE BISHOP was born in Durand, Wisconsin, and
grew up in Eau Claire, Wisconsin; Louisiana; and Ann

Arbor, Michigan. His parents were graduates of the Univer-
sity of Michigan, and their family life was rich in every way—
except financially. From his earliest years, George displayed
delight in natural history and an innovative drive to do
things in new ways. About the farm his inventions included
pumping systems, lathes, homemade skis, equipment for
cracking nuts and producing honey—practically anything
that could be put together with pocket knife, baling wire,
pulleys, and engines. In 1901 he moved with his father to a
job with a lumber company in Louisiana, where he first lived
with—and abhorred—racial segregation. A series of failed
managerial arrangements made him the foreman of the mill
before he was sixteen.

His early education had many interruptions, but after the
family returned to Michigan the high school principal quick-
ly recognized his initiative, and he advanced rapidly to the
highest levels of mathematics, Latin, and English literature.
He was a biblical scholar from even earlier days, and St. Paul
was his favorite.

In 1908 he entered the Engineering Department at the
University of Michigan, but after two years decided to
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transfer to the Literary School. Many of the credits earned
during the first two years were lost with the change of major.
Nevertheless, he completed his work for the B.A. degree in
1912. During the next three years he taught manual training
in high schools in Milwaukee, South Dakota, and Seattle.
Encouraged by Professor A. S. Pearse at the University of
Michigan, he then followed Pearse to the University of
Wisconsin.

During World War I his studies were interrupted for
service as an enlisted man; he spent the war years as a
technician in C. J. Herrick's laboratory at the Army Medical
Museum. They maintained friendship and scientific corre-
spondence until Herrick's death; Bishop was deeply influ-
enced by his evolutionary ideas about the nervous system.
Herrick, in turn, was appreciative of Bishop's review of the
manuscripts of his later career.

He returned to Madison and received his Ph.D. degree in
zoology in 1919. His thesis was a cytological study of the fat
body of the honey bee, a problem to which he returned with
two papers forty years later, utilizing electron microscopy
and modern biochemical techniques. It was in Madison that
he first met Ethel Ronzoni, a biochemist who later came to
the Department of Biochemistry at Washington University
and became his wife.

Bishop then spent a year at Northwestern University and
another at the University of Tennessee. Joseph Erlanger,
impressed with Bishop's engineering background, then
brought him to Washington University.

Bishop's description of his beginning in neurophysiology
is explicit:

About the year 1923, in the Department of Physiology at Washington
University, I was invited to participate in the research program then well
under way on the analysis of the action currents of nerve. . . . Never
having taken a course in physiology I did have some repute, having been
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raised on the farm, for making workable apparatus out of tin cans and
baling wire . . . I had currently been measuring the blood pH of the queen
bee (I don't quite remember why) on a drop of fluid in one arm of a four-
way stopcock. I accepted with no less trepidation than enthusiasm this
generous offer, and transferred my scientific attention forthwith to
Biedermann's classical compendium of electrophysiology, and to the
effects of electrical currents more or less short of electrocution on the
shape of the compound action currents of nerves.

The first product of the triumvirate was the 1924 article
entitled "The Compound Nature of the Action Current of
Nerve as Disclosed by the Cathode Ray Oscillograph," by
Erlanger and Gasser, "with the Collaboration, in Some of the
Experiments, of George H. Bishop." Erlanger's Harvey
Lecture in 1927, "Analysis of the Action Potential in Nerve,"
had the subtitle "Based on Experiments Done in Collabora-
tion with H. S. Gasser and G. H. Bishop." Their joint
publications continued through 1927.

Bishop then was offended by Erlanger's effort to defer a
publication by Bishop's first research fellow, Peter Hein-
becker, describing the discovery of the C wave as the
physiological manifestation of conduction in unmyelinated
nerve fibers. In 1930 Bishop moved to a new laboratory as
professor of applied physiology in ophthalmology and began
his collaboration with Howard Bartley in the visual cortex.
His title was changed to professor of biophysics in 1932.
During these several years his collaborations with Hein-
becker and O'Leary in peripheral nerve studies proceeded in
hot competition with Erlanger and Gasser. This exceptional-
ly productive period for both groups is almost entirely
documented in the American Journal of Physiology from 1927
to 1935.

With their primitive equipment, all of these workers were
tackling, even by modern standards, the most difficult tech-
nical problems concerning short latency potential phenome-
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na, close to the site of stimulation. Bishop's special forte then
was the physics of nerve. Particularly important were "The
Form of the Record of the Action Potential of Vertebrate
Nerve at the Stimulated Region," (introducing the use of the
Wheats tone bridge as a balancing device; American Journal of
Physiology, 82 [1927]: 462) and "The Reactance of Nerve
and the Effect upon it of Electrical Currents" (effect of the
sheath; American Journal of Physiology, 89 [1929]: 618).

Bishop's early concepts of field potentials from nerve and
muscle models underlay his later approach to the electrical
potentials of brain structures. With Heinbecker and O'Leary,
Wallerian degeneration was used to separate the principal
components of cutaneous and motor nerves and study the
conducted potentials of the fiber remainders. They first
suggested that the small motor fibers to muscle were the
source of innervation to muscle spindles. Nerve degenera-
tion was also studied in experimental poliomyelitis. The
components of vagus and depressor nerves were worked
through. Correlated animal and human experiments, the
latter utilizing the investigator's nerves and fresh nerves
dissected from executed criminals, led to the establishment
of the relationship between nerve fiber sizes and modalities
of sensation ("Analysis of Sensation in Terms of the Nerve
Impulse," Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry, 31 [1934]: 34).
Later papers concentrated upon delta and C fiber modalities
of pain.

Simultaneously, with Howard Bartley, Bishop began to
publish (1932) an epochal series of papers about the rhyth-
mic cortical responses to electrical and photic activation of
the optic nerve in the rabbit. O'Leary later joined them in
both physiological and correlated neuromorphological anal-
ysis of the visual system and functional thalamocortical
relations.

Early on, Bishop became dissatisfied with accepted mod-
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els of summated axon spikes in the interpretation of brain
potentials. An important role for cell bodies, and then
dendrites, evolved from studies of evoked responses in optic
lobe of the duck and goose and the superior colliculus of the
cat where O'Leary's anatomical sophistication proved espe-
cially effective.

During much of World War II Bishop had no collabora-
tors or technical aid of any kind. He then turned to investiga-
tion of the sensory receptors of skin because he could carry
this out upon himself. Self-inflicted skin biopsies established
the kinds of sensory endings he had located by mechanical or
electrical stimulation. Turpentine injections were used to
occasion local inflammation with its attendant aches, itches,
and hurts. At one time the area of his body from which skin
had been removed is said to have so nearly exceeded that
where it mained that there was talk of placing Bishop in
hagiology with Bartholomew rather than Paul.

This interest in receptors, particularly those for pain,
evolved still later into his concepts of central projections,
conditioned by C. J. Herrick: an archaic system that gave off,
at the medullary level, a component activated by nonmyelin-
ated peripheral axons and terminated in the midline thala-
mus, and a neothalamic one for "epicritic" pain, which ended
in the ventrobasal complex.

In 1947, when O'Leary became head of neurology,
Bishop, without moving his laboratory, became professor of
neurophysiology in that department. In the post-war years
his major efforts were in the analysis of evoked cortical
potentials in the cat, utilizing laminar recording and applied
polarization. These evolved to a conclusion, now generally
accepted, that dendrites are the primary source (and sink) of
the field potentials generated in cerebral cortex and other
gray matter.

The writer was an undergraduate in Erlanger's student
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laboratory on the exciting day in 1944 when the Nobel Prize
to Gasser and Erlanger was announced. His closest friend,
O'Leary, recalled that Bishop made no complaint. He finally
agreed to accept a share of the prize, proffered by the
recipients. He used it only as a laboratory fund.

Of Bishop's science, O'Leary wrote: "A hard-fact physiol-
ogist whose voluminous experiences permitted him to specu-
late shrewdly on his collected data. His grounding in engi-
neering and physics, which he never neglected to improve,
provided an ideal background for his work. His power of
becoming completely absorbed in what he was doing and the
facility with which he subconsciously systematized his data
were his biggest assets. After reading a series of his papers in
chronological sequence, one soon realized that the specula-
tions never far outran the fact collecting process, and there
were always more goods in the warehouse than were dis-
played in the windows." Bishop's favorite aphorism was a
quotation from Mr. Dooley, "Experience is a poor teacher,
but the only way a fool can learn."

For Bishop the physiologist's tools were best designed
when the simplest for the task in hand. His pocket knife was
always as handy as his pipe. He made his own fine dissection
instruments with carved handles and bits of razor blades,
evolved a Wheatstone bridge device for measuring bronchial
air resistance pressure before sensitive strain gauges existed,
and wound his own resistors before precision resistors were
available. But he was never so bound to his antiques, even his
turn-of-the-century typewriter, that he resisted the use of
more efficient equipment.

During the Great Depression, Bishop and Ronzoni liter-
ally rebuilt an 1820 log house that they discovered in an area
that ultimately, to their dismay, became suburbia. Bishop
also manufactured walnut furniture and hand wrought
copper trays. They had no children, but that home with its
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great fireplace was a seat of hospitality to generations of their
"adopted" children, students and scientific friends from all
over the world. They bequeathed the house to the St. Louis
County Park System. Also during the 1930s, Bishop was an
aggressive leader on the Board of the St. Louis Civil Liberties
Committee, particularly in regard to issues of segregation,
free speech, and police brutality.

Neurophysiology was a small club during the 1930s.
Bishop was one of the charter active members of a small
dinner group who comprised all of American neurophysiol-
ogy and called themselves the Axonologists. They gathered
at the annual meeting of the American Physiological Society.
At national meetings, Bishop seldom spoke from the floor,
preferring to collar the author of something interesting on
the boardwalk or in the bar for extended discussion (the
poster presentation had not yet evolved). He quickly spotted
pomposity and careless thinking, but with the amusement of
a natural historian rather than the anger of a True Believer.
Of one such windbag Bishop said, "He's talked about that
experiment so much that he has come to believe he did it."

As a teacher, Bishop was superb, but in a very special,
individualized manner. His critical thinking got in the way of
presenting orthodox dogma, so his formal lectures were
never well received. Nor did he ever join the stream of
"formal" graduate educators. But for his students, appren-
tices ranging from visiting and local professors to the lowliest
medical student working in an elective period across the hall,
the seat next to his desk was always open for discussion
wreathed in pipe smoke. He never talked down but rather
helped the student work through a more sensible answer by
himself. Even when a colleague spilled cement, misplaced
instruments, or snitched tools from Bishop's small but well
organized workbench, he cleaned up the mess, complained
vigorously to the miscreant, but never held a grudge, even
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when the offenses were repeated. When a student made
persistent technical mistakes, Bishop would patiently go over
the lesson again, often humorously putting down the repeat-
ed stupidity, but never the student. We reveled in his
enjoyment of youthful exuberance and tolerance for error in
thought and performance, even as he endeavored to help us
grow.

He enjoyed his position as a yankee craftsman who
applied his manipulative skills and thinking to science, a
tradition going back to Franklin and Jefferson. And he was
blessed with the highest of humane gifts, a sense of humor
that permitted him to enjoy laughing at himself as in one of
his classic poems:

This Bishop's a curious freak,
His methods are clever and chic,
But under the strain of containing the brain,
His tin can can develop a leak.

To fellows and friends confidential,
Was propounded the problem essential,
Which fate is the worse, to be immersed in the source,
Or sunk in the sink of potential?

Now everyone join the refrain,
While the analysts open the drain,
The source of potential is inconsequential,
A brain, is a brain? Is a brain!

During his last decade Bishop was physically handi-
capped by the poor nutrition and intestinal atony that
followed a vagotomy operation for gastric ulcer, ironic
because of his extensive investigations of the physiology of
the vagus nerve. He also suffered a hip fracture in a fall from
a ladder when he was repairing the chimney of his house. He
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was delighted that the methacrylate plastic used to fix his hip
was the same one he had procured from DuPont to use in his
laboratory over the years. Until the end he was quite able to
participate actively in laboratory discussions and supervise
the care of his severely invalided wife, but he complained of
not being able to remember what he read. He died of a
stroke; at autopsy it was discovered that he had advanced
Alzheimer's disease, an illness that also afflicted his mother.

Bishop received the Lashley Award of the American
Physiological Society, the Gold Medal of the St. Louis Medi-
cal Society, and an honorary Sc.D. from Washington Univer-
sity. He was present at a symposium in his honor given by the
American Electroencephalographic Society and was elected
to the National Academy of Sciences in 1967.

THIS MEMOIR INCLUDES material freely cribbed from the recollec-
tions and judgments of Bishop's admirers, H. Bartley, H.Jasper, R.
King, M. Clare, S. Goldring, S. Kuffler, H. Davis, and especially his
brother, Frederick Bishop, and his lifelong colleague, James L.
O'Leary.
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